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Lepton decays of hypernuclei are examined on the basis of the Lee-Yang four-fermion inter
action. The proton and electron energy spectra and the electron angular correlations are ob
tained for the He~- He3 + p + e- + ii decays. The muon decays He~- He4 + ll- + ii and 
He~ - He3 + p + ll- + ii are also considered. A method of determining the decay interaction 
constants is discussed for three-particle muon decays. The probabilities of lepton decays of 
hypernuclei are estimated under the assumption of a universal V-A interaction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As is well known, a study of the lepton decays of 
strange particles has shown that the Feynman
Gell-Mann universal V-A interaction scheme is in 
good agreement wit the experimental data on {3 de
cay and on pion and muon decay, but does not de
scribe lepton decays of hyperons. In this connec
tion, the question arises of determining the vari
ants of the decay interaction responsible for proc
esses of this type. This question has been the sub
ject of several papers [1- 3], where it was shown 
that very extensive experimental information is 
necessary to establish the character of the inter
action that leads to lepton decays of hyperons. It 
is also of interest to consider lepton decays of 
hypernuclei, which can give additional information 
on weak hyperon interactions; in this respect, 
three-particle decays of hypernuclei, the analysis 
of which is the simplest, are particularly useful. 
In addition, a study of the lepton decays of hyper
nuclei is of independent interest from the point 
of view, for example, of obtaining additional in
formation on the structure of hypernuclei. 

FilimonovC4J investigated the simplest lepton 
decays of the hypernuclei H1 and H~: 

H~ --+He3 + e- + v, 
Hi ---+ He4 + e- + v. 

(a) 

(b) 

However, the larger energy released in lepton 
decays of hypernuclei will lead to the possibility of 
disintegration of the nucleus, that is, to decays into 
four particles (and more ) , for example 

H~---+ d + p + e- + v, 
Hi ---+ H3 + p + e- + v, 

Hei-+ He3 + p + e- + v, 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

He~-+ He4 + p + e- + v. (f) 

We note that such decays will in general be the 
simplest lepton decays for the hypernuclei He~ 
and He~. 

In addition, decays with muon emission are also 
possible: 

Hi-+ He4 + f.t- + v, 
Hei-+ He3 + p + f.t- + v 

(g) 

(h) 

and others. The present paper is devoted to fur
ther study of lepton decays of hypernuclei 1 >. In 
particular, in Sees. 2 and 3 we consider the decay 
(c) and the decay (e) in detail, while Sec. 4 deals 
with decays (g) and (h). 

2. MATRIX ELEMENT OF FOUR-PARTICLE 
DECAYS OF HYPERNUCLEI 

We start the calculations with the Lee and Yang 
form of the four-particle interaction of the par
ticles p, A, e-, and ii: 

Hint= ~ H (x) dx, 

H (x) = <'iir'~h) ['¢1 (Cs + C~y5) '¢,) 

+ <'lirrfL'PA) ['iJ1rfL(Cv + C~r5)'¢J 
+-+ (\i)rofL,'IjJA) [if1ofL, (Cr + C~y5) '¢,) + (\il'rr11Y5'¢A) 

X ['iJ1YfLY&(-CA- C~y5)'¢,) 

+ <'i'r Ys'¢ A) (¢1r s (Cr + C~y5) '¢,), 

(1) 

1>Problems connected with the two different neutrinos in 
decays (c), (f), (g), and (h) are not discussed in the present 
article. 
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In the nonrelativistic approximation Eq. (1) as
sumes the form 

H (x) = ('ljl~'lh) A 0 + {'ljl~a'ljJA) A, 

Ao = \ii1 (Cs + C~rs + Cvr4 + C~r4rs) 'ljlv, 
- 1 ' . ' 

A;= 'ljl1 [ 2 eip.vap.v (Cr + Crrs) -zr;rs(C A+ CAYs)] '¢v· (2) 

Here a are the usual Pauli matrices. 
In the present and in the following sections we 

consider four-particle decays of type (c) and (e). 
A study of pion decays of hypernuclei, occur

ring in accordance with the scheme x1- xA-1 

+ p + 7l'- has shown that the energy spectrum and 
the angular distributions of the final particles are 
essentially determined, first, by the interaction 
between the particles in the final state ( particu
larly the interaction in the system p, xA-1 ) and, 
second, by the Pauli principle[G-BJ. An account 
of both of these effects greatly complicates the 
analysis of the lepton decays into four particles. 
It can be assumed, however, that since much more 
energy is released in lepton decays than in pion 
decays, the effect of the final-state interaction 
will in this case be weakened (see also [9]). We 
therefore take into account only the Pauli princi
ple in these calculations. 

As was noted by Filimonov [ 4J, the interaction 
(2) coincides in form with the nonrelativistic in
teraction for pion decays of hypernuclei, so that 
to obtain the matrix element of interest to us we 
can proceed as for the corresponding pion de
cays [7•8]. Consequently, using (2), we obtain the 
probabilities of transitions (c) and (e) by summing 
over the corresponding spin variables and aver
aging over the spin states of the decaying hyper
nucleus. 

For the decay (c) 

dw = (;:)• [(go+ % gr) I <l>I(PA, p)- <l>2 (P A, p) ]2 

+ f fh I <I>r (PA, P) + + <l>2 (PA, p) ]2] 1'14 (PA + P + P. 

dw ~~ (j;). [(go+ i- gl) I <I>r (PA, p) + + <1>2 (PA. p) r 
+ -fgr/<l>J(PA, p)-<l>2(PA, p)J2]<14 (PA +P-t-P, 

+ p v- Mh) dP A dp dp e dpv for j = {- . 

(3) 

(4) 

Here j -spin of the hypernucleus H~; P A• p, 
Pe• Pv -four vector momenta of the recoil nucleus, 
proton, electron, and neutrino, respectively; Mh is 
the mass of the hypernucleus 

\' iqer, [iP A (r• + r.) J 
cfl 1 (P\. p) = J 'ljJH:\_ (r1, r2, r3) e exp 2 

X etpr,'ljl d (r2, r3) drr drz dr3, 

\ iq.r1 [iPA (r•+ rs)J 
cp~ (P\, p) = J 'ljJH:\_ (rr, r2, r 3) e P12 exp 2 

x eipr,·'ljld (r2 , r3) drr drz dr3 • (5) 

In (7) r1o r 2, and r 3 are the radius vectors of the A 
particle, proton, and neutron, respectively; qe 
= Pe + Pv; P12 is the operator for the permutation 
of the particle coordinates, and is the result of the 
Pauli principle. 

For the decay (e) we have 

dw == (~:)• (go+ gr) P (Pt., p) 1'14 (Pt.+ p + P, + Pv- Mh) 

XdPAdpdp.dpv. (6) 

Here 

(7) 

The quantities g0 and g1 in (3), (4), and (5) are 
expressed in terms of the constants contained in 
the Hamiltonian (2) as follows: 

2 (PtPvl 2mz 
go= 2 (ass + avv) + EE (avv- ass)+ y'(asv + avs), 

l v l 

2 (p1p) 6m1 
g1 = 6 (arr + aAA) + ------yr (arr- aAA) + y (ar A+ aA1 ), 

l v I 

mz -lepton mass (in this case, electron), Ez 
= -./ p~ + m~ -total lepton energy 2>. 

From (3), (4), and (6) we see that if the Pauli 
principle is taken into account the probability of 

(8) 

a type (c) lepton decay of H~ depends on the j
spin of the hypernucleus, whereas for the He~ de
cay there is no such dependence. To obtain the 
s~ectra of the particles produced in the decays of 
HA and Het it is necessary to know the wave 
functions contained in the integrals of (5) and (7). 
The wave function of H~, which takes into ac
count the particle correlations, is very compli
cated and this makes the comrutations difficult. 
However, by choosing for He A a wave function 
in the form 

where U A ( p ) describes the motion of the A par
ticle relative to the core nucleus and p = I r 1 
- %<r2 + r 3 + r 4 )], Dalitz and Liu[UJ obtained 

2>we denote by E the total energy and by W the kinetic 
energy of the corresponding particle. 
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for F ( P A• p) an explicit expression which as
sumes for U A ( p) = D[ exp(- ap2 ) + y exp(- bp2 )] 

the form 

{ :rt\'/, 'p~) (:rt'';, ( P~\ 
F (PA, p) = D (a) exp (- 4a. + y F) exp , - 4b 1 

( 9 \ '/, [ 1 ( P,.,. ) 2 J [ ( :rt )''• 
- 5/ exp _ - 10:x3 T- P 9/lo:X3 +a 

[ 9 (P A + 2p)2 J ( :rt '/, 
X exp - 10 (9:x3 + 10a) + Y 9/lo:x3 +b) 

[ 9(PA+2p)2 
]]} 

X exp ·10 (9:x3 + 10b) · (10) 

The values of the parameters contained in (9) and 
(10) are given in the papers of Dalitz et a1 [ 11, 12]. 

In the next section, using (10), we calculate the 
energy and angular correlations for the decay (e). 

3. PROTON AND ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA 
AND ELECTRON CORRELATION 

To obtain the proton spectrum we integrate (6) 
over the momenta Pe and Pv· To this end it is 
convenient to use the invariant integration method 
employed by Okun' and Shabalin [13] for the analy
sis of K-meson decays. Carrying out the indicated 
integration, we obtain 3> 

dW = (2nr5P (PA, p){+ l 0 [3 (~- Wnuc- Wp)2 

- (PA + P?l + l1 [(A- W nuc- W P? 
- (PA + pj2} P2AP2 dP A dp d cos X· (11) 

Here x is the angle between the vectors P A and p, 
.6. = Mh - Mnuc - Mp, while Mnuc and Mp are the 
masses of the recoil nucleus and the proton, 

lo = 4avv +Barr + 4aAA. /1 = 2 (ass + aAA - avv- aTT ). 

(12) 

To obtain the energy distribution of the protons 
it is necessary to integrate in (11) with respect to 
d cos x and dP A over the region admissible by the 
conservation law. This integration has been car
ried out in analogy with the procedure used by 
Mathur [14] for the Ke4 decays. The result of such 
an integration, carried out numerically with an 
electronic computer, is shown in Fig. 1. Curves 1 
and 2 pertain to the first and second terms of (11), 
respectively. Both curves have maxima at p 
~ 140 MeV /c and decrease rapidly with increas
ing p. Thus, the lepton decays He~- He3 + p 
+ e- + iJ occur with emission of protons that have 
momenta in the narrow interval near ~ 140 MeV/c. 

3)In the analysis of electronic decays, terms proportional 
to mz have been neglected in Eq. (8). 

After integrating in (6) with respect to dP A 
(thereby eliminating the momentum 6-function), 
and then using the energy 6-function to integrate 
with respect to d cos cp ( cp is the angle between 
the vectors p and ~ = Pe + Pv ), we obtain the 
energy spectrum and angular correlation of the 
electrons (the limits of integration with respect 
to dp are Pmin and Pmax. which are determined 
from the conservation laws for specified Ee, Ev, 
and cos (}, where (} is the angle between Pe and 
Pv ): 

(13) 

for the electron spectrum and 

dw (cos'ljJ) = 2Mnuc (2nt5 (l0J 0 + l1J 1) d cos'ljJ (14) 

for the angular distribution. We have used here 
the notation 

fi= ~ Qe,rx<P(qe,Ee,cos'ljJ)fi(cos8)q,dq.cos'ljJ, 
(cos 4;)min Qe, min 

Ee, max Qe, max 

Ji = ~ ~ ci> (qe, E., cos'ljJ) fi (cos 8) qedq.£;dE,, (15) 
Qe, min 

fo (cos 8) = 1, fl (cos 8) = 1- cos e, 
1/J -angle between the vectors Pe and ~· and 

Pmax 

ci> (q,. Pe' cos'ljJ) = ~ P (p, qe) pdp. (16) 
Pmin 

In the derivation of (13) and (14) we have changed 
from the integration variables Pe and Pv to the 
variables Pe and qe. The quantities qe min and 
qe,max• contained in (15), are the soluti~ns of the 
equation 

(Mnuc+ Mp)2 = M~ + 2£;- 2MhEe- 2Eeqe cos'ljJ 

-2 (Mh-Ee) (q; + E;- 2q.E.cos'ljJ)'1• (17) 

5 

FIG. 1 FIG. 2 

o.rs·· 
1,50 

u.t-s 

-i,-tl-811 Q o,;. 0.1 f/1 
&as <jJ 

FIG. 3 

FIG. 1. Proton energy spectrum (in arbitrary units). The 
ordinate of curve 1 has been increased by a factor 2. 

FIG. 2. The functions I 0E~ (curve 1) and I,E~ (curve 2) 
of formula (20) for the energy spectrum of the electrons in 
decay (e) (in arbitrary units). 

FIG. 3. The functions J 0 (curve 1) and J 1 (curve 2), of 
formula (21) for the angular correlation of electrons in decay 
(e) (arbitrary units). 
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for given fixed Ee and cos ljJ (the lower limit of 
integration with respect to dqe in (15) is zero if 
the corresponding root is negative). The quanti
ties (cos ljJ )min and Ee,max are determined from 
the condition of the existence of real positive solu
tions of (17). 

The results of the calculations for the energy 
spectrum and for the angular distribution of the 
electrons are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. 
Since we have neglected the electron mass, the 
same curves pertain to the energy spectrum and 
to the neutrino correlation. The electron spectra 
have a maximum at ~ 80 MeV and are symmetri
cal, which is also the consequence of the small
ness of the electron mass compared with its en
ergy. The angular-distribution curves increase 
rapidly in the region of small angles, thus evidenc
ing that the lepton decays of the type under consid
eration occur with emission of the electron and 
neutrino in approximately the same direction. 

4. MUON DECAYS OF HYPERNUCLEI 

In the present section we investigate the decays 
(g) in detail and calculate the meson energy spec
trum for the decay (h). A distinguishing feature 
of muon decays is the need for taking into account 
in (8) terms that are proportional to the muon 
mass. Taking this circumstance into account, 
we obtain for the probability of the decay H~ 
- He4 + J.l.- + ii, retaining the notation of Fili
monovC4J 

' 
dw = 1J-n-3F2 (pN){Ep. (11m-Ep.)L2 

-L1 [+ (11~- p~- m!) - Ep. (11m- Ep.)] 

+ mfl- (11m- Ep.) L3} pNdpNpp.E~1dpP.. (18) 

Here PN is the momentum of the recoil nucleus, 
.6.m= Mh- Mnuc• and mJ.I. is the muon mass. In the 
derivation of (18) we have neglected, as in [ 4J, the 
kinetic energy W nuc of the recoil nucleus ( Wffii:z?' 
~ 3 MeV) compared with .6.m. Further 

LI = 6S1 (arr - aAA) + 6So (avv -ass), 

L 2 = 18S1 (arr + aAA) + 6So (ass + avv), 

L3 = 18S1 (aAr + ar A) + 650 (asv + avs). (19) 

The coefficients S0 and S1 for different hypernu
clei are given in the paper of Filimonov [ 4]. The 
function F ( PN) has the form 

[ 9p~ J 
X exp - 96cx4 + 64a 

3 )-'/• [ 9p2 
]} + Y ( 2 c<4 + b ex P - 96CX4 ; 64b • (20) 

Using (18)-(20) we can calculate by standard 
methods the energy spectra of the muons and of 
the recoil nuclei. The results of the calculations 
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the muon spectrum 
and recoil-nucleus spectrum, respectively. Both 
the muon spectrum and the recoil-nucleus spec
trum depend, generally speaking, on the values of 
the interaction constants, but in the case of the 
former no such dependence is observed in the 
absence of a contribution from the Fierz terms 
(curves 2 and 3 ), as in the case of electron de
caysC4J. 

FIG. 4. Muon spectrum in decay (h) (arbi- 4 

trary units). Curve 1 pertains to the case 3 

ass= avv = asv = avs= 02 I 2. 

Curve 2- avv = asv = avs = 0; ass= G2/2. 2 

Curve 3- ass=avs=asv=O; avv=0 2/2. 

The ordinates of curves 2 and 3 have been 
increased by a factor 2. 

3 

FIG. 5. Spectrum of recoil nuclei for 2 

decay (g). The designations of the curves 
are the same as in Fig. 4. 

If we investigate the distribution of the decays 
in the region of the two independent variables PJ.I. 
and PN admissible by the conservation laws, then 
we can determine some combinations of constants 
contained in the Hamiltonian (3). We consider 
here a possible method of determining these con
stants. It is analogous to the method used by Belov, 
Mingalev, and Shekhter [1] for the decay of free 
hyperons, and also by FilimonovC4J for the study 
of electron decays of hypernuclei. If we break up 
the region of variation of PJ.I. and PN into parts, 
then the integral probability that the decay occurs 
in the i-th region can be written in the form 

(21) 

where Pi is some linear combination of L1, L2, 

and L3, with coefficients that depend on the type 
of the breakdown: 

Thus, if we subdivide the region of variation of 
PN and PJJ. (bounded by the continuous lines in 
Fig. 6) by the curves (shown dashed in Fig. 6) 
that bound the region 

(22) 

l11m--%-Pp. -EP.i<PN<:~m+fpp. ~Eu., (23) 
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FIG. 6 

then the values of the coefficients aJ are obtained 
by integrating (18) inside of each of the three re
gions. We present the values of the coefficient 
a} = 10-2 b} for the indicated breakdown: 

b~ = 0,085~ b~ = 0,514; 

b~ = 0,381; b; = 0.317; 

b~ = 0.042. 

b~ = 0.390; hi= - 0~102; 

b~ =- 0.016; b~ = 0,046; 

(24) 

If we find the probability Wi experimentally, 
then the determination of L1o L2, and L3 reduces 
to a solution of a system of three linear equations 
with constant coefficients. Since it follows from 
the analysis of the pion decays of the hypernuclei 
that the spins of H~ and H~ are apparently equal 
to Y2 and zero, respectively, we can, in the analy
sis of the muon decays of hypernuclei, determine 
on the basis of (19) the following combination of 
constants: 

For H~: 
arr- aAA- 9ass + 9avv. 

arr + aAA + 3ass + 3avv. 

aAr + ar A + 3asv + 3avs, 

for H~ 
avv -ass, avv +ass, 

asv + avs· 

(25) 

For such hypernuclei as He~ and He~, as was 
already indicated, the simplest lepton decays will 
be into four particles. We calculate here the muon 
spectrum in the decay (h) He}.- He3 + p + Jl.- + ii: 

For the probability of this decay we have 

dw = (::)9 [loEv.Ev + l1 (Pp.P) 

+ l2mp.Evl F2 (PAP) dP Adp dpl'- dp) Ep.Ev. (26) 

The values of 10 and 11 are given by (11), while for 
12 we have 

_[2 = 2asv + 2avs + 6arA + 6aAT. (27) 

An account of terms proportional to the muon 
mass mJl. in (26) entails great computational diffi
culties, so that in order to gain an idea of the char
acter of the muon spectrum we confine ourselves to 
an analysis of only the first two terms in (26). In 

this case the calculations are analogous to the case 
of electronic decays, the only difference being that 
Eq. (17) is replaced by 

(Mnuc+ Mp)2= M~ + 2p~ + m~- 2Mh£P.- 2qp.pp. cos'¢ 

-2 (Mh- £,) (q2 + p 2 - 2q p cos'¢)'1'. (28) 
r P. P. P. p. 

Figure 7 shows the muon spectra. Curves 1 and 
2 are connected with the first and second terms in 
(26), respectively. The spectra have maxima at 
muon momentum ~ 80 MeV I c. 

FIG. 7. Energy spectrum 
of muons in decay (h) (arbi• 
trary units). 

5. ESTIMATES OF THE PROBABILITIES OF 
LEPTON DECAYS OF HYPERNUCLEI 

Since the values of the constants in the Hamilto
nian of the decay interaction (1) are unknown at 
present, to estimate the probabilities of the lepton 
decays of the hypernuclei we propose that a V-A 
interaction obtains with a universal coupling con
stant G = 1.01 x 10-5 M-2• The calculations then 
yield: 

for decay (e) 

w, = 1,64 ·107 sec-1 = 0,2811'.,..; 

for decay (g) 

wp. = 0.40·107 sec- 1 = 0.43/1'p.A; 

for decay (h) 

wp. = 0.12·107 sec-1 = 0.13/1'p.A· 

Here TeA and T JJ.A are the lifetimes of the free 
A particles for the electron and muon decays, 
respectively. 

Dalitz and Liu[7J have found that the probabili
ties of the muon decays for He}. and ItA are 

w~ (Hi) = 0.6511:A, 

T A -lifetime of the free A particle. 
Recognizing that in the universal V-A theory 

TA/TeA = 1.7% and TA/TJJ.A = 0.26%, we obtain 
for the ratio of the probabilities of the lepton and 
pion decays we/w7r = 0.80% for decay (e), wJ1./w1r 
= 0.13% for decay (g), and wJ1./w1r = 0.06% for 
decay (h). 
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